
Getting started with Blackboard

• Configure Audio Setup Wizard:

• Or dial in:  1-888-272-8702; code 2053175# 
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Presentation Notes
Audio should be enabled through your computer speakers, and if you haven’t already done so, please configure Audio Setup Wizard.  You can get there from the upper left part of your screen, through the icon with horizontal lines, and there’s an illustration of it on the screen right now.  Once you go in to Audio Setup Wizard, you’ll get several prompts, which will ensure that your audio is optimized for today’s webinar. If the sound quality is bad or you prefer to dial in, use the number on the screen, which is the same as the one from our email invitation. We’ll be asking everyone to mute their phones (*6) until we get to questions.We’ll be recording today’s webinar for those who aren’t able to attend today, or for those of you who want to go back and review it.  We’ll also post and send a link to these PPT slides following the webinar. 



Measuring Success:
Introducing the New Reporting Framework

October 8, 2014

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon. A few notes before we begin:To cut down on background noise We’ll be asking everyone to mute their phones (*6) until we get to questions.We’ll post and send a link to these PPT slides following the webinar. And we’ll be recording today’s webinar for those who aren’t able to attend today, or for those of you who want to go back and review it.  [Start Recording]



Overview

 Welcome & Introduction
 State Program Report (SPR) in Context
 Old SPR vs. New SPR
 Schedule
 Support
 What’s Next
 Q & A
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Here’s a quick overview of what we’ll cover in this webinar. After a brief introduction, we’ll look at the factors that are influencing the development of the new system, we’ll look at some of the similarities and differences from the old SPR, we’ll talk about the schedule for rolling out the new system, we’ll provide an overview of the support – training and documentation – that will be available to make the transition manageable, and we’ll talk briefly about what’s coming next. We’ll also have time for questions at the end of the session. Please feel free to chat any questions as we go along. We’ll be monitoring the chat throughout and may respond to some questions, particularly to note if a question will be covered later in the presentation.Before we dive into the content, I’d like to take a brief moment to let you know who is around the table here at IMLS this afternoon: And now, I’ll turn it over to Robin for a few remarks.



Introduction

 The State Program Report (SPR) & the 
Measuring Success Initiative
 Changes to the system, the data being 

collected, the manner in which data is 
recorded, access to data
 Phased changes, led & tested by pilots 
 Training and support available; more in 

development
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Thanks and welcome (new people on the call, jobs, etc)Acknowledgments (staff, states, pilots)Brief backgroundConsider the next 5 minutes the CliffsNotes version of the presentation – my goal is to provide key takeaways for those that cannot stay for the entire presentation. Please note that these 3 slides are meant to call out important points, but all of them will be further addressed throughout the balance of the presentation.As almost all of you know, the Measuring Success Initiative started in March 2011 to help IMLS and the state library administrative agencies to plan for, manage and evaluate grant- supported library activities.  A great deal of time and effort has been contributed by SLAA staff and we’re grateful for the support, ideas and contributions that allowed for the new SPR to be designed and now implemented.The new SPR is entirely new.  It is a framework change, a system change, a change in the data being collected and the manner in which it is recorded.  It also presents us with an exciting new opportunity through the change – the ability to provide access to the information submitted.The changes, as most have you have experienced have come in phases, were designed to allow for adjustment, iteration of the system, and were planned with acknowledgement that all of us will be making this new transition together.  Because of this, the effect of the changes are being introduced in  manageable “chunks.”Please know that we recognize the transition period to the new system will take time and we will have a great deal of training and support available to you – in fact, some is already appearing on the Extranet site.



New SPR: Drivers and Benefits

 Drivers
– New federal guidelines
– Better data drives better stories
– Data transparency

 Benefits
– Bi-directional data now possible
– Evidence-based data and stories
– Facilitate collaboration, knowledge sharing, 

foster/support communities of practice
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There were several strong drivers for the creation of the new SPR:New federal guidelines were introduced mandating that different types of data be collected;A new system, relying less on text narrative and requesting new data, would allow us to gather and compare information in new ways.  New stories can be told if we can collect, compare, and provide information that drives better stories; stories of State Library Agencies’ good work that can be told to your organization, your administration, your government officials, and others.The new system will have a Public interface, something not previously available.  This public view of the data will allow for data transparency within and across states.The latter point is a driver, but also a key benefit – among many others – of the new system.  Those key benefits, in my perspective, are:Bi-directional data.  Meaning, no longer is the SPR simply a system where you input data for IMLS use only.  With the new SPR system, there will be that public view enabling a variety of uses of the collected data.Much of the new data being collected will be recorded via structured, survey-like closed-end fields. The more standardized reporting process will record the same information for all projects that are a part of your state’s LSTA program, including costs, intents, activities, beneficiaries, and any evaluative data recorded, providing more evidence-based data and yielding evidence-based stories.The Public View – still in design – will have most of the data available for searching within and across state projects. This ability to discover similar projects, successive ones to emulate or modify in a new part of your state or adapt in another state will greatly facilitate this kind of collaboration.  Along the way, it will increase knowledge sharing and foster and/or support communities of practice.



New SPR: Impacts and Dates
 Impacts

– From multiple narratives to brief narratives, fixed choice 
responses

• Transition years (different data recording, approaches to projects, 
financial data embedded within)

• Leverage system to continue/copy projects year-to-year
– System will capture evaluative data, Match detail 

 Dates
– FY13 reporting

• Financial Status Report (FSR) due 30 December 2014 via PDF
• SPR: pilots in new SPR; all others in current SPR, due 30 Dec 2014

– Webinars & training begin January 2015
– FY14 reporting: all report in new system; due 30 Dec 2015
– FY 15: Match detail reporting begins
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Of course these changes will have impacts on the way your state collects and inputs data – in the future, it could even have a positive impact on the way you plan projects.  Potential impacts of the new SPR include:A different way of reporting.Acknowledgement that the transition period may take more time as staff learn the framework, reporting requirements for projects, include evaluative data, etc (Help available)The new system and reporting options have been designed to help reduce input effort per project.  With new options such as Continue or Copy/edit projects from previous reporting years, this should reduce input.In the future, all match will be reported within the project framework. Currently, Match detail is not collected, but new guidelines exist requiring data collection about each state’s entire LSTA program, not just LSTA-funded projects. The system will allow Match to be collected in the future, phased in at a later time when all states are more familiar with the new SPR framework.Finally, Important dates to mark here and then a few more times throughout the rest of the presentation:FY13 reporting is upon usALL states will need to file a Financial Status Report (FSR) by 30 December 2014.  These can be submitted as PDF documents to your program officer; paper copies are no longer required.Pilots States will record FY13 data in the new SPR. You will receive information shortly detailing the URL for the new system once it has been transferred to the IMLS domain, as well as due dates for your reports.All other states should record your FY13 report in the current SPR system by 30 December 2014.Webinars and other types of training for the new SPR will begin in January 2015. Timothy will provide more information about these.For FY14 reporting, ALL states will report in the new SPR only, due 30 December 2015Beginning with FY15, Match project/dollars detail reporting will begin for all states.I am going to turn this over to Timothy now, but if you have any questions, please do contact me or your program officer.  For state librarians, I look forward to meeting you at COSLA at the end of October and can also answer any questions then.



Guiding Principles

 Developing ways for sharing promising 
practices in the field.
 Demonstrating value of Grants to States (G2S) 

funds for public citizens (i.e., how their federal 
tax dollars are being spent)
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I’ll start with some context. The Measuring Success Initiative has been guided by the idea of developing tools and resources to share information – both within the library community and with the public at large. We want to make it easier for states – and the profession - to share and discover promising practices. At the same time we want to be able to clearly communicate the value of the important work that these federal funds make possible.



Grants to States: The Visual Experience
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If you look at the current system, this is the kind of picture you’ll see. There’s a lot going on, but what you get are fragments and snippets that are challenging to assemble into coherent, compelling national stories.



States Offering Workforce Programs

States # Programs # Served Total Expended

AZ 3 450 $60,300

CA 4 5786 $47,570

FL 4 1765 $33,299

HI 1 256 $39,959

ME 1 35 $6,700

MD 3 342 $10,707

MI 5 2547 $67,000

NE 2 47 $30,820

NV 3 350 $84,420

ND 1 50 $3,350

OR 2 1257 $33,500

PA 3 399 $41,339

SC 1 348 $33,500

TN 2 352 $33,500

TX 4 422 $60,970

VA 3 78 $50,920

WA 2 400 $20,100

73%

9%
18%

Program Delivery Type 
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To give an idea of where we’re headed, here’s an example of what may be possible with the new system.We can take an issue of national interest and quickly pull together a cohesive picture of the impact of the LSTA Grants to States program.



The Landscape

New Federal Reporting Guidelines
 New Federal Performance Measurement Guidelines:

– 2 CFR Chapter I, Chapter II, Part 200, et al.  See  
https://cfo.gov/cofar/reform-of-federal-grants-policies-2/

– OMB M-14-06 (“Providing and Using Administrative Data for Statistical 
Purposes”)

– OMB M-13-07 (“New Steps in Evidence and Innovation Agenda”)
 Evidence-based decisions for guiding programs.
 Public sharing of performance evidence to promote promising 

practices across the nation’s states.
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It’s important to consider the environment that we’re working in as we’ve been developing this system. There’s been a shift at the federal level to a new focus on performance measurement. In addition to new guidelines, there is a move toward evidence-based decision making and an emphasis on transparency and public sharing of promising practices.

https://cfo.gov/cofar/reform-of-federal-grants-policies-2/


SPR in Context

Compliance Monitoring

Performance Reporting 

Dissemination 
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All these considerations frame the evolution of the State Program Report. Like other IMLS programs, G2S’ reporting focus has historically centered on compliance.  It began the move to performance reporting with the introduction of OBE at a project grant level at the turn of the century.  The Measuring Success initiative expands G2S program’s capacity for evaluation and assessment.  In addition, the new SPR’s focus has expanded to share project data with those outside IMLS in promoting promising practices.



Goals

• Build more dynamic/easy-to-use tool to capture better Grants to 
States data

• Standardize reporting process to increase comparability of 
project reports

• Highlight (and learn from) projects that are rigorously assessed 

• Share information to facilitate SLAA peer learning; 
• build a catalogue of library program information;
• improve data for policy analysis and in-depth evaluation work
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Underlying this effort has been a desire and need to build a system that is more flexible and provides easy to use tools; one that makes the reporting process more consistent so that comparisons and analysis are simplified; one that strengthens the ability to assess these efforts; and a system to share information readily to promote learning communities. What we’re talking about is transforming the way we collect, use, and share information.



Transformation Takes Cooperation

 IMLS Partners:
– Office of Library Services (OLS)
– Office of Planning, Research, and Evaluation (OPRE)

 Other Partners:
– State Library Administrative Agencies (SLAAs)
– IIa (our software contractor)
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And transformation takes cooperationJust as the Grants to States Program itself is a partnership between the states and IMLS, this undertaking would not be possible without the contributions of real partners. Within the agency, OLS and OPRE have collaborated to bring their strengths to the project. And beyond the agency, our state partners have been critical to the effort. It’s also important to recognize the important role of our contractor, IIa.



Pilot States

 Alaska
 Arizona
 Arkansas
 Colorado
 Florida
 Idaho

 Illinois
 Massachusetts
 Michigan
 New York
 North Carolina
 Ohio

 Oklahoma
 Vermont
 Virginia
 Washington
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I mentioned the importance of our state partners and I’d like to take a moment to recognize and give special thanks to the sixteen Pilot States. These folks stepped up for this opportunity and have shown remarkable dedication and flexibility as they’ve been paving the way for rolling out the reporting system. Not only have they been testing the system, but they have been providing valuable feedback to inform documentation, training and how we roll out the new system.



Transformation Takes Time

 Planning: Spring 2011
 Development and piloting: Fall 2013
 Full scale roll out: Fall 2015
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The move to the new system is a big transformation, and we recognize that this change takes time.Things kicked off at the grants to states conference in early 2011 with work around the focal areas that laid the cornerstone for the new framework.Each phase requires cooperation among the parties.  E.g., dozens of webinars with SLAA partners to develop the logic model.Nature of participation changes over time. E.g., pilots transform into trainers during full-scale roll out.  And early next year, all states will begin transitioning to the new framework and reporting system 



Phased Transition

 Descriptive Reporting
 Outcomes Reporting
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For both development and roll-out, we have been taking a phased approach to the new system. The first phase and foundation of the framework is the descriptive reporting. The descriptive fields have been defined and will go through final testing with the pilot states this fall. The next phase is development of outcomes assessment reporting and that is currently underway. We’ll talk a little more about outcomes at the end of the presentation. For now, we will focus on the descriptive phase of reporting.



Redesign of SPR

Old SPR
 Open-ended narrative 

fields.
 Inadequate comparability 

across project fields.
 One-way reporting process 

centered around 
compliance.

New SPR
 Structured, survey-like 

closed-ended fields. 
 Comparability across 

projects for assessing 
performance.

 Two-way reporting process 
centered around 
dissemination. 
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Disseminating evidence to the public helps IMLS to better frame national policies of concern.  Public dissemination of evidence also helps IMLS promote promising practices in the field, especially in exchanging ideas among SLAAs.Old SPR…With the new system we’re aiming for consistency and comparability through structured, closed-ended fields. And we’re looking at broader sharing of information among the states, across and beyond the profession, and with the public at large.



Projects
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Projects are the heart of the annual reports, this is how you organize your LSTA program. The new reporting framework marks a shift in how we think about and describe projects. It may be helpful to think of the new reporting framework in terms of three levels of reporting: Projects, Intents, and Activities.Project-level reporting helps….Define the “what” of Grants to States ProgramsBuild project profilesHelp monitor compliance with Federal regsIntent reporting helps…Define the “why” of Grants to States ProgramsAlign projects with priorities and purposes of the programActivity level reporting helps…Describe the “how” of Grants to States ProgramsProvide detail to project profiles: where are services; who is being served; who are project partners; what resourcesBuild comparative data on project resources, partners, beneficiaries, and outputsWe’ll take a little closer look at these three aspects of reporting. We won’t present an exhaustive list or discuss every element that will be collected, but it should provide a good sense of how reports will be organized in the new framework.



Descriptive Reporting
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At the highest level, we collect the project information. This is where general information about the effort is gathered. Most of the fields will be familiar from the old system, but there are a couple of new items: project tags, the ability to upload additional materials, additional budget details. I’ll share a little more information on some of these differences later in the presentation.



Descriptive Reporting, Cont’d
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The Intents arose from the early work that identified “focal areas”. The Intents provide a way of “cataloging” or “categorizing” the projects. Subjects provided a way to further classify these efforts.



Descriptive Reporting, Cont’d
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Activities are really the building blocks of projects and the information collected here will tell us how projects were carried out, where activities occurred, who benefitted, and what partners, if any, contributed to the effort.You can see samples of projects and how the framework is applied in the “Project Examples” document available on the Extranet



Old vs.   New
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Since most of you are familiar with the old grants to states reporting system, I’d like to take a few moments and look at the transition in terms of mapping the old framework to the new. There will be much that is familiar along with a couple of significant changes to point out. As a reminder to states, this transition begins with the FY 2014 reporting – there is no change for the FY 2013 report this fall from the way you reported last year for the FY 2012 allotment.And before we take a closer look at some of the new elements, I’d like to remind you that we’ll be providing documentation, training, and other support to help you understand and apply this new framework.



Redesign of SPR: Narratives

Old SPR New SPR
Project Purpose (Narrative) Project Abstract (Brief Narrative)
Activities / Methods (Narrative) Activity Abstract (Brief Narrative) 

Activity Fixed Choice:
Type > Mode > Format

Outputs (Narrative) Quantities (Numeric)
Outcomes (Narrative)
Other Results (Narrative)
Anecdotal Information (Narrative)

Outcomes & Future Project*
(Brief Narrative & Fixed Choice)

Exemplary Project
(Check box & Narrative)

Exemplary Project
(Check box & Brief Narrative)
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We mentioned earlier that consistency and comparability are among the goals of the new reporting framework. In the old system, there was a heavy focus on narrative reporting. While this provided a place for dumping a lot of information, it was not so easy to extract the data and it was especially challenging to pull together a compelling national story. While the new system does still include a few brief narratives, there are many more fixed choice questions that will make it easier to understand how projects are being carried and compare them across the field. We also noted that the new system will encourage broader dissemination of project information. These narratives will be publicly available, so we will be asking that states keep in mind that you’re writing for a public audience.



Redesign of SPR

Old SPR New SPR
LSTA Purpose

Primary / Secondary
Performance Category

Primary / Secondary Services

Intent
Subject(s)
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In the old SPR, some of the “cataloging” or “classifying” of projects took place through assigning the LSTA purposes, primary and secondary performance categories and the selection of primary and secondary services. In the new system, this is accomplished through selection of an “Intent” and choosing appropriate “subjects”.



Redesign of SPR

Intent (based on Focal Areas), e.g.: 

Focal Area Intent

Lifelong Learning
Improve users’ knowledge or abilities 
beyond basic access to information

Improve users’ formal education
Improve users’ general knowledge 
and skills

Employment & Economic 
Development
Improve users’ ability to apply 
information that furthers the status 
of their jobs and/or business

Improve users’ ability to use 
resources and apply information for 
employment support
Improve users’ ability to use and 
apply business resources
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The Intents grew out of work around Focal areas and these provide the “why” of your projects. For example, under the Employment and Economic Development focal area, there are two related Intents. The full list of focal areas and their associated intents is available in the “Key Terminology” document that is available on the Extranet.



Redesign of SPR: Budgets

Old SPR New SPR

LSTA funds expended
Cash Match

In-kind Contributions
Total Cost

LSTA $    Match $
 Salaries/Wages/Benefits
 Consulting Fees

 Travel
 Supplies/Materials
 Equipment

 Services
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One area of significant change is in the reporting of project budget information. In the old system, states provided total funds expended by type of funds, whether LSTA, cash match, or in-kind contributions. In the new system, the types of funds will still be distinguished, but additionally this information will be reported by budget category along with a  brief description of the expenditure. While this will be especially helpful with compliance monitoring, this allows the sharing of information on resource allocation within a given project.



Redesign of SPR: Financials

Old SPR New SPR
FSR Separate FSR Integrated

Note: Interim FSR will be required
For Example in FY 2014, 

Annual Report will include:
– Final FY 2014 FSR
– Interim FY 2015 FSR

Match not linked to Projects Match reporting will be integrated 
with Projects (FY 2015+)
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Another aspect of financial reporting that will change is the FSR or Financial Status Report. In the old system, the FSR was submitted as a separate form along with the SPR narrative report and certification. In the new system, the FSR is built in and there is a connection between the FSR and the individual project budgets. In addition, when we move to the new system, there will be an Interim FSR required for reporting on the allotment that is still open. Example: when reporting on the FY 2014 allotment, states will provide a final FSR on the FY 2014 allotment as well as an Interim FSR on the FY 2015 allotment.Another important point is that in the old system where the FSR was a separate form, the required Match that was reported was separate from that reported in the individual project budgets. In the new SPR, the reporting of match will be integrated into the project budgets. We will be providing additional information and guidance next year to help you begin preparing for the FY 2015 reporting.



Redesign of SPR: Activities

Activity Types
 Instruction
 Content 
 Planning/Evaluation
 Procurement
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We noted that budgets are different in the new system, the other big change to point out will be in the reporting of Activities for projects. These are the building blocks of projects and this is some of the important detail that was lost among the narratives in the old system. In the new framework, while there is a place for a brief abstract, Activities are reported based on fixed choices of activity types. There are four activity types: instruction, content, planning & evaluation, and procurement.



Redesign of SPR: Activities

Activity Modes
 Instruction

– Program
– Presentation
– Consultation/Referral
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To further describe activities in a consistent manner, there are fixed choices for mode – for example, under Instruction you may have a program, presentation, or consultation/referral



Redesign of SPR: Activities

Activity Formats
 Instruction

– Program
• In-person
• Virtual
• In-person/Virtual
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And within modes of activities, there are fixed choices of “format.” An instruction program, for example, could be delivered in-person, virtually, or through a combination of both. This more consistent approach in collecting information on how projects are carried out will make it easier for states to identify and share similarities and differences in how you and your peers approach the development of programs and services.



Redesign of SPR

Old SPR New SPR
Library Building Locale

Primary / Secondary User Beneficiary (Fixed Choice 
by Type)

Partnership (check box) Partner (Fixed Choice by 
Type)
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A few elements that were collected at the project level in the Old SPR will now be gathered under the activity level. For each activity, information on where it took place (locale), who benefitted (beneficiary), and any partner(s) who contributed effort to the activity. Locale information will help identify how many and what type of institutions were involved in a particular activity. Beneficiary information could indicate that an activity reached families below the poverty line, for example. And Partner information might show that an institution of higher learning contributed to the activity.



Redesign of SPR

Old SPR New SPR
LSTA Administration Project LSTA Administration Project

• Separate entry
• Budget detail
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Those states who use LSTA funds for administration of their program report an Administrative Project in the old system. In the new system, there will still be an administrative project reported, but this project is reported within the system in a similar but separate form than the rest of your projects. It will include reporting by budget categories.



Redesign of SPR

New Features
 “Information Update” integrated
 Upload additional materials / URLs
 Project Tagging
 Add / Edit State Goals
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Developing this new system provides the opportunity to introduce some new features. Overall we expect that the new system will be more user friendly and will allow states to manage their information better. For example,  the “Information Update” will be incorporated into the system so that states will not have to submit a pdf form whenever there are changes in key personnel. You’ll also be able to manage your state’s user accounts directly with less need for intervention from staff here at IMLS.Another nice feature will be the ability to upload materials created into the system. In the past, states have not had an easy way to share products that have been created as part of a project. Such things as project reports, brochures, templates, curricula, press releases, presentations can be added to system to share more readily with other states. You’ll also be able to add URLs for relevant websites.States will be able to tag projects with key words for their own accessibility as well as adding additional searching points for discovery within the system.States will be able to manage the State Goals within the reporting system (although any revision to a State Goal will still require approval from IMLS) which means you don’t have to wait for IMLS to update the system to begin entering your data.



Schedule

FY 2013 Allotment
 States (not Pilots): 

– Old SPR
– Due December 30, 2014

 Pilot States: New SPR
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That was a quick overview of the new reporting system and highlights of some of the coming changes. Now we’ll review the schedule of the roll-out so that everyone understands when the changes will be implemented.For the FY 2013 allotment, the states (other than pilots) will report in the old SPR and those reports will be due on December 30, 2014. This includes submitting the SPR certification form as well as the Financial Status Report. As a reminder, the FSR and certification can be scanned and emailed to your program officer.The pilot states will be reporting on their FY 2013 allotment in the new reporting system as a final test before it is released for all states.



Schedule

FY 2014 Allotment
 States (not Pilots): New SPR (opens early 2015)

– Descriptive Reporting
– Due December 30, 2015

 Pilot States: New SPR 
– Descriptive Reporting
– + additional outcomes
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The FY 2014 allotment will be the first time that all states report in the new system. We know that many of the projects that you will be reporting in the new system have already begun. We’ll talk about some of the support that will be available to assist in the transition in a few minutes. We do expect the new system to be open to everyone in early 2015 so that there will be time to learn to apply the framework and use the system well before the reports are due.For the pilot states, FY 2014 reporting will include both the descriptive level information we’ve discussed as well as the additional outcomes measures that are under development.



Schedule

FY 2015 Allotment
 States (not Pilots): New SPR 

– Descriptive Reporting + Match
– Due December 30, 2016

 Pilot States: New SPR 
– Descriptive Reporting
– + additional outcomes
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For FY 2015, reporting will be the same as FY 2014 with all states reporting descriptive information in the new system and only the pilot states reporting the additional outcomes.



Schedule

FY 2016 Allotment
 All States: New SPR

– Descriptive Reporting + Match
– + additional outcomes
– Due December 30, 2017
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But for FY 2016, all states will report on the additional outcomes. Given the timing of development of the additional outcome measures, it would not be reasonable to expect all states to report on those additional elements any earlier.



Schedule

Reporting / Allotment FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016

Old SPR States
(not Pilots)

New SPR:
Descriptive Reporting

Pilot States All States All States
+ Match

All States
+ Match

New SPR: 
Additional Outcomes

Pilot States Pilot States All States
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Here’s another view of this schedule. Again, states other than pilots will be reporting in the old system one more time and then next year will begin the move to the new SPR with full implementation of both descriptive and outcome reporting by all states for the FY 2016 allotment.



Support

Documentation
http://stateprograms.imls.gov/NewProgramReport.htm

 Schedule
 Key Terminology
 Project Examples
 Reporting Template (coming this week)
 Report Manual (coming this winter)
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One of the key takeaways today should be that while there are changes to the report, there will be a lot of support available to you as we make this transition. Basic support in terms of documentation is available on the Extranet. The schedule, key terminology, and project examples are there for your review now. This week we will be sharing a reporting template based on some of the work of the pilot states. This template may be a useful as you begin organizing information for your FY 2014 report. Later this winter, we will also be sharing a report manual that will provide a list of all of the elements to be collected along with definitions and notes on how to report.We will send out the reporting template this week along with a copy of this presentation and a link to the archived version of this webinar.

http://stateprograms.imls.gov/NewProgramReport.htm


Support

Webinars
 January 2015: Defining Projects
 February 2015: Subgrants
 March 2015: State Efforts
 Additional Sessions TBD
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Additionally, we will be working with the pilot states to develop a series of webinars. Given that states are currently beginning to work in the old SPR system on the FY 2013 report that is due at the end of December, we will begin these webinars in January. Among the topics that we will present are “Defining Projects”, “Subgrants”, and “States Efforts”. As we continue to work with the pilots, we will identify additional topics to cover.



Support

 In-person Training (Tentative ~April)
 Pilot States
 Community Building
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We are also exploring the possibility of a face-to-face session to be held early next year. We are tentatively looking at an April convening – stay tuned for more information.And the other key support is the pilot states. As noted earlier, they will be testing the descriptive reporting this fall. In addition, we’ll be working with teams of the pilots to develop the training and develop the outcome measures. The pilot states have been actively involved in helping us determine what support will be needed as well as how best to provide assistance.We’re also exploring the possibility of some community/peer approaches to learning as well as a mentor approach to share the expertise the pilots have built up.



Reminders

 FY 2013 Reports due Dec. 30, 2014 (Old SPR)
 FY 2014 Reports due Dec. 30, 2015 (New SPR)
 Webinars begin January 2015
 Documents and tools available on the 

Extranet: 
http://stateprograms.imls.gov/NewProgramReport.htm

(username: lsta / password: statepgms55)
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Before we look at what‘s coming in the next phase of development, here are a couple of reminders.And as you work on your FY 2013 report, be thinking of how you might translate those into the new framework, especially in terms of which “activities” (instruction, content, planning & evaluation) make up the project – the template that we’ll share this week should be helpful.And now I’ll ask Carlos to provide a sneak peak at what’s in store for the Measuring Success initiative.

http://stateprograms.imls.gov/NewProgramReport.htm


What’s Next?

A good description 
of how things 

get done.
(the what and the how)

Clear and compelling
statements about 

the difference 
these projects
have made.

There should be two 
parts to our LSTA story…
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I will spend just a few minutes talking about the outcome measurement portion of Measurement Success, which most states will not be obliged to report on until they report on their FY16 allotment.   I want to start out by talking about the big shift that we have all seen take place in public agencies across the country.  Once upon a time it was sufficient to provide a detailed description of how public programs were conducted.  This information was collected and cataloged to assure sponsors that the funds were used wisely and for the intended purpose. We are all now operating in an environment where a description of what was done, no matter how detailed, is not enough to convince our stakeholders that we were good stewards of public (or private) funds.  Now our sponsors want to know whether and how the support made a difference in people's lives.  Did it have a positive impact on the people who participated?  This is the big shift we have all seen and it is one of the big shifts we are making with the Grants to States reporting process as well.



Putting the Pieces Together: 
Building a Guide for Best Practices in Library Services

The Yin:  Gathering Detailed Information about Practice
Consistent project information gathered over time, across settings:

• Makes it easier to document how things happen.  How are 
they similar? How are they different?

• Improves access to info and replicability/sharing
• Helps us compare similar practices in different settings

The Yang: Gathering Evidence about Program Efficacy
• Helps us distinguish between projects that may have had a 

larger or lesser impact (for a variety of reasons).
• Helps with resource allocation decisions.
• Can be used to distinguish between two similar programs.

Old 
SPR

New 
SPR
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I don’t want to diminish the importance of detailed program descriptions.  This information is a necessary part of any best practice catalogue.  We need to have detailed, consistently reported information, gathered over time.  This makes it easier to systematically compares what happened in once community or program and how it is differed (or was similar) to what happened in another.  It also helps with the replicability and sharing of effective practices.  People want to know how programs were executed, what resources were purchased, how many staff members were hired, etc.  This is really valuable information, particularly for those places that are executing a project for the first time. But something really important happens when you couple this detailed programmatic information with evaluative information about those same projects.  It helps us distinguish projects in a new way.  We not only see what happened in a given place but we also get a window into the effect that particular effort had on those particular participants at that particular time.  It provides us with another way to sift or catalogue these projects.  With this evaluative information in hand we can look across projects, even very similar projects, and begin to analyze what the important ingredients were to make it a success.  Having consistent comparative data will help us all as take our reviews one step further, as we examine both the practice and the impact and, as a community, begin to sift these programs based on the evidence of success.   What we are looking at long-term is providing the library community with the same kind of respect, if you will, programmatically, that many other services and communities have for their program work. It is a catalog of best practices that describe, in detail, what took place and why it mattered. These catalogues exist in many areas, whether it is health, homeless services, substance abuse prevention, and education. There are many different clearinghouses for evidence-based practice. And we are really looking to the LSTA community, particularly given the number of projects that are executed on an annual basis, to build that catalog for library sector in the years to come. 



Phasing in Outcome Reporting

Winter 2014/2015 – Summer 2015
• IMLS provides support/training to pilots for outcome 

reporting; Pilots do reality check on outcome protocols

Summer 2015 - Winter 2015/2016
• Pilot states begin reporting on outcome protocols; help 

develop guidance documentation for entire LSTA 
community

Summer 2016 - Winter 2016/2017
• IMLS staff provide ongoing TA/evaluation support to all 

SLAAs for outcome reporting; pilot states play role as 
peer mentors for outcome assessment 45
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I won’t go into detail about the outcome measures themselves at this point as we are focused on the descriptive elements of the new report.  But I do want to talk a little bit about the work we are doing with the pilot states to prep all states for outcome reporting. We will be working with them intensively for the next year and a half, really. We are going to be working closely with the pilot states to do a reality check of the outcomes we have identified. Together we will develop guidance documentation, data collection instruments and protocols, plans for analyzing and using the data, etc.   We will also provide early training sessions for non-pilot states.  Some of you may have participated in a webinar with the library research service in Colorado. We are talking to them about piggybacking on to their outcome measures session which they have called RIPL, the Research Institute for Public Libraries. We also have agreements with other third-parties to develop support material for that will be available on our website related to outcome reporting and evaluation.              So those pilot states are really going to be helping us not only truth-test the protocols but also helping us in developing the supporting materials for all states to help in the transition from descriptive project reporting to outcome based reporting.  The pilot states are playing an essential (central) role and we thank them for all of the work and support.



Where does G2S go from here?

What we are building has many uses :
• Individual project profiles can synthesize projects for 

different audiences
• Dashboards can provide an overview within and across 

states
• Combining data from over 1000+ federally funded library 

projects with other community based data
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So where do we go next? As we’re in this process of transformation, it’s good to look ahead at the possibilities the new framework and tool open up. We’ll have a system that can be used to gather project profiles for a variety of audiences. There’s the possibility of dashboards that will allow search and analysis of information within and across states. It will be possible to link data from other sources to the rich data collected in the new reporting system. This should pave the way for a new era of sharing and collaboration that strengthens the grants to states program and the library community.



Questions?
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What questions do you have?Feel free to continue to chat your questions, or “raise your hand” (button on the left hand side of your screen).- - - - - -



Contact Us

• Robin Dale, Associate Deputy Director
• rdale@imls.gov; 202-653-4650 

• Michele Farrell, Senior Program Officer
• mfarrell@imls.gov; 202-653-4656

• James Lonergan, Senior Program Officer
• jlonergan@imls.gov; 202-653-4653

• Timothy Owens, Senior Program Officer
• towens@imls.gov; 202-653-4776
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Please feel free to contact us here in Grants to States. Watch for additional information this fall about the coming webinars and in-person session. As a reminder, well be sending out the link to the archived version of this session later this week along with the reporting template that was mentioned. We’ll send these to the chiefs and coordinators (the list that we used to provide info about this webinar) – please feel free to share with other staff. And additional documents are available on the State Programs Extranet.Thanks for your time.

mailto:rdale@imls.gov
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